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Sammanfattning 
 
Ögonrörelse mätapparaturer har länge använts för forskning och den 
appliceras idag i en rad olika mätområden. Det finns många sätt att 
bedöma ögonrörelser på. Inom ögon forskning, används det för 
bedömning av synen och hjärnskador. Den används även inom 
läsforskning för att upptäcka lässvårigheter samt läsförståelse.  
Andra område som kan nyttjas är forskningen inom trafiken, 
psykologi, kognition och neurologi. 
 
Oculär Mikro Tremor (OMT), som i medicinska sammanhang även kallas 
för ögats mikro tremor är ett tillstånd som karakteriseras av små 
och rörliga rörelser som har en mycket låg amplitud samt är helt 
ofrivilliga. Anledningen till att dessa rörelser utförs är att för 
att ljusreceptorerna i ögat inte ska bedövas av kontinuerlig 
belysning. Micro Okular tremor har även associerats i samband med 
olika kliniska tillstånd som Parkinsons sjukdom, Multipel skleros, 
djup anestesi och koma. 
 
Syftet med detta arbete är att utveckla och konstruera en utrustning 
som kan mäta ögats mikro tremor. Under förstudien uppmärksammades 
ett antal olika alternativ som skulle kunna tillämpas bl.a. CCD 
tekniken, Infraröd(IR), och även lasertekniken. Efter genomförande 
av förstuiden beslutades det att Ljus/fotodiod tekniken är den 
användbaraste tekniken att implementera. Fördelen är att den är 
icke-invasiv, lätthanterlig samt att försökspersoner inte utsätts 
för någon form av skada under mätning. 
 
Resultatet av analysen har varit mycket bra. Med hjälp av det 
virtuella oscilloskopets programvara gjorde det möjligt att 
analysera och tyda de signaler som uppstod vid mätningen i FFT 
spektralt. Signalen innehåller också ett antal intressanta 
frekvenser som uppstod mellan 75-85 Hz intervallet och varierade 
från person till person i olika mätningar. Den signalen som 
registrerats av sensorn kan relateras till ögats vibrationer, 
skakningar och även OMT. Men på grund av tidsbristen kunde det inte 
säkerställas eller klassificeras om det verkligen är Mikro Okular 
Tremor som uppmäts. 
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Abstract 
 
Eye movement measurement devices have long been used for research 
and it applies in a variety of areas. There are many ways of 
assessing eye movements. Within vision research, the method of 
determining including eyesight and brain damage is used. It is used 
in reading research to find reading disabilities and to study 
reading comprehension. It is used including in traffic research, 
psychology, cognition and neurology. 
 
The general term for a variety of conditions that occur during 
fixation is called micro eye movement. In the medical context, 
talking about Ocular Micro-Tremor (OMT), which also called for the 
eye micro-tremor; meaning a condition characterized by small and 
shaky movements that are very low in amplitude and completely 
involuntary. This micro-tremor performed because the light receptors 
in the eye will not be stunned by the continuous illumination. OMT 
has been shown to be associated with clinical conditions such as 
Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis, deep anesthesia and coma. 
 
This work aims to explore and construct, if possible, the device 
which can measure the eye micro-tremor. The possible options have 
been the CCD technology, infra-red (IR) and even Laser technology, 
but other proposals have been considered during the feasibility 
study. After carrying out the feasibility study, it was decided that 
Light/Photo Diode method was the appropriate technology to 
implement. It has the advantage that it is noninvasive, which is of 
great importance to existing medical equipment today. 
 
The results of signal analysis have been very good. With the help of 
the virtual oscilloscope software is it possible to analyze and 
indicate the signals frequency content with the help of spectral 
FFT, where the 50Hz and its multiples in is clearly visible. The 
signal also contains a number of interesting frequencies which can 
be related to the micro tremor movements; these occurred between 75-
85 Hz and varied from person to person in the different 
measurements. The signal registered by the sensor is related to eye 
vibration or tremor; due to lack of time it can’t be surely 
determined or classified to be Ocular Micro Tremor. 
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1. Introduction 
 

This report summarizes a thesis on the D-level, in electronics, 
conducted at the Department of Computer Science and Electronic, at 
Mälardalen University, in Västerås. The work was carried out in 
autumn 2008 on behalf of the Department of Clinical Neuroscience, 
Karolinska Institute, at Erik’s Eye Hospital in Stockholm. 

 

1.1. Background 
 

The eyes are the soul's mirror. The eyesight sense handles most 
details of our five senses. An eye is an anatomical organ that 
detects light and sends signals along the optic nerve to the visual 
and other areas of the brain. But without the brain's processing and 
interpretation, we would never see any images. 
The eye delivers every second billions of impulses to the brain 
which then creates the images we experience. There is no doubt that 
the eyesight is closely related to the brain function. 
The eyes must move so the subject can be focused and to see clearly. 
For an object is perceived as sharp requires that the image of the 
object falls into Fovea, the central part of the retina. And in 
order to see clearly the image of the eye bottom must be optically 
sharp and clear. 
The image of what we are looking at must also be placed right at the 
eye bottom because we can only see the details of the central part 
of the retina, Fovea. Finally, the image must be sufficiently still 
that we do not see the picture as blurred because of motion blur. 
Certainly still cannot picture provided, then the light-sensitive 
cells of the retina to stimulate and vision impression disappears 
after a few seconds. For this reason, the eyes moves constantly with 
the so-called fixation eye movements.  
At the observation and fixation of a stationary object are the eyes 
never completely still; with the help of micro eye movements moved 
the picture all the time on the retina. 
Without micro eye movements would sight cells over stimulated on the 
retina, and after only a few seconds would object fade out and 
disappear.  

 
Normal fixation consists of three distinct types of physiological 
miniature movements that are not detectable by the naked eye: tremor 
(Ocular micro tremor), drifts, and micro saccades. 
 

a) Tremor is a high frequency, rapid eye movement, with low 
amplitude where the eye is estimated to move between 150-
2000 nm. Micro tremor occurs at a frequency of 30-150 Hz 
presented even when the eye is at rest. 

 
b) Drifts are a slow moving eye movement which in the fixation 

runs from the eye fixation point. 
 

c) Micro saccades are an eye movement that adjusts fixation. 
Drift may be slipping away from the eye fixation point, 
while micro saccades bring the eye back and the fixation re-
establish. 
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According to previous studies which used piezoelectric transducers 
(which are the best method for measuring until today but not 
noninvasive technology) to the eye, has shown that OMT is behaving 
like an irregular oscillates with a periodic component, which is 
like a sine wave with in a frequency of 30-150 Hz. Also OMT shows a 
negative correlation between OMT frequency and growing conditions in 
the brainstem such as Multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, 
anesthesia and coma. [Ref 2, 3, 8, 16, 17] 

 
 

1.2. S:t Erik's Hospital 
 

At Bernadotte Laboratory at St. Erik's Eye Hospital are 
ophthalmologist, opticians and orthoptists working together on 
research projects in the areas of eye movement control, visual 
development of children and ophthalmology. 
There are eight different researches at St. Erik's Eye Hospital and 
researchers linked to the Department of Clinical Neuroscience at the 
Karolinska Institute.  

 
Since the middle of 1980s, the eye research made enormous progress. 
St. Erik and the Karolinska Institute have strongly contributed to 
important discoveries in various diseases of the eye and brain. [Ref 
10] 
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2. Problem Definition 
 

2.1. Problem Description 
 
Until today we have no equipment that is sensitive enough to measure 
OMT during eye movements. There are many questions that need 
answering. The goal is to move a step closer to the equipment that 
enables measurement of OMT. The problems which work mainly dealt 
with were: 
 

� Is the OMT an intrinsic biological phenomenon or a phenomenon 

relative to its surroundings? 

� Is the OMT a phenomenon that the body is adapting to or if it 

relevant for the external factors? 

� Can OMT be related to visual acuity? 

� The relationship between OMT and various changes in the 

brainstem. 

� What reacts sensor on? 

 

2.2. Objective 
 
Previous studies have shown that it probably is a relationship 
between OMT and various changes in the brainstem. How does OMT look 
like in healthy subjects or in children with brain damage? Perhaps 
OMT may explain why some people have a better visual acuity than 
others. 
The aim of the thesis is to develop and construct test equipment for 
measuring the eye's OMT. A possible approach of the thesis:  
 

� Analysis of the problem and explore the substance field 

� Evaluate different solutions 

� Design and construct the best proposal 

� Implement registrations to eye and analyze data 

� Finally, report writing 
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3. Theory 
 

3.1. The human vision 
 
Our eyes are amazing sense organs that allow to appreciate all the 
beauty of the world we live in, to read and gain knowledge, and to 
communicate our thoughts and desires to each other through visual 
expression and visual arts. The eye is a complex optical system. To 
develop and construct measuring equipment based on the human eye it 
is important to know the eye’s physical characteristics, anatomy and 
the underlying psychological processes involved in the human vision 
system. Below a brief theory are summarized of the eye and its 
function. 

 

3.2. Anatomy of the eye 
 

The human eye is comprised of layers and internal structures, each 
of which performs distinct functions.  

 
Figure 1. The human eye anatomy 

 
The external, obvious parts of the eye are sclera, iris and pupil. 
The sclera is tough, white, protective tissue outside layer of the 
eye and helps maintain the shape of the eyeball. The color of the 
eye called the iris. In the middle of the iris, there is an opening, 
pupil. The iris is the part of the eye that gives the eye its color. 
It is also made up of specialized muscles that are able to change 
the size of the pupil and also regulating the light that is 
entering. 
 
At the front of the eye is structure called cornea. The cornea is 
responsible for letting light into the eye and bending light. 
Because there are no blood vessels in the cornea, it’s clear and has 
a shiny surface. The cornea is extremely sensitive; there are more 
nerve endings in the cornea than anywhere else in the body. The 
great part of refraction of light happens here. Further refraction 
of light is done by the lens which focuses light on the retina. The 
lens is also responsible for helping to fine adjust the focus of the 
eye. The lens can change shape to shift the focus between nearby and 
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distant objects and to allow clear vision both in the distance and 
for reading. 
 
Retina, which is a light sensitive part inside the inner layer of 
the eye, is covered by millions of light sensitive receptors, the 
photoreceptors. Photoreceptors are divided into three groups: rods, 
cones and recently discovered ganglion cells. Two of its three 
types, rods and cones convert light into image forming 
signals(electrical impulses) that are sent through the optic nerve 
and then to the visual centers in the brain. Simplified it says that 
the rods are sensitive to weak and achromatic light while cones 
react to stronger, chromatic light. 

 

 
Figure 2. Inside human eye 

 
Fovea or the “yellow stain” is a part of the eye which is located 
near the center of macula region of the retina. It is denser covered 
by the photoreceptors than other parts of the retina. Here 
constitute cones majority of the photoreceptors, while the rods are 
dominant in the periphery of the retina. The fovea is responsible 
for sharp central vision which is necessary in humans for reading, 
watching or to any activity where visual detail is of primary 
importance.  
 
Eye muscles are the fastest and tireless muscles in the body. It's a 
combination that does not exist in any other muscles. With the help 
of eye muscles we can move the eyes very quickly when we change gaze 
direction, we can follow the movements, we can focus when we look 
closely, etc.  
 
There is six muscles that surround the eye (see figure 1.2 below) 
and control its movements are known as the extraocular muscles 
(EOMs). The four rectus muscles (the inferior, medial, lateral, and 
superior) primary function is to control the eye's movements from 
left to right and up and down while the two oblique muscles (the 
superior and inferior) control eye movements torsion (move the eye 
rotate inward and outward.) All six muscles work in unison to move 
the eye. [Ref 1, 5, 6, 12, 15, 18, 19] 
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Figure 3. The human eye muscles 
 
 

3.3. Eye Movements 
 
Eyes are the visual organs that have the retina, a specialized type 
of brain tissue containing photoreceptors and interneuron. These 
specialized cells convert light into electrochemical signals that 
travel along the optic nerve fibers to the brain. 
  
Nearly all normal eye movements are mainly used to reposition the 
fovea results as combinations of five types, voluntary and 
involuntary eye movements: saccades (brings the target to the 
fovea), smooth pursuit (moving objects are kept still on retina) 
vergence (looking from far to near), vestibular Ocular Reflex (when 
we move our head eyes stay locked on target) and physiological 
nystagmus (miniature movements associated with fixations). 

 
Figure 4. Type of eye movements 
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When an object is in view the eye can only be in one of two states, 
either:  
 

� The eye is fixed at a certain point or  

� The fixation point is being too moved. 

The movement state called for the saccades and the state that occurs 
between two saccades is called fixation. The three most important 
types of eye movements needed to gain insight into overt 
localization of visual attention are saccades, fixations and smooth 
pursuits. 

 
Generally, the eye doesn’t move soft over visual field without 
making small jumps, called saccades, along with other specialized 
movements. Saccades are rapid eye movements. They used to project a 
desired visual object in the environment on the fovea. Saccades 
deemed ballistic (pre-programmed) and stereotyped (reproducible) and 
as soon as a saccade has begun, it cannot change its destination or 
road. The duration of a saccade ranges from 30-120 milliseconds. In 
addition, new one may not begin until earliest 100-200 milliseconds 
after a completion. 
 
A fixation often follows after a saccade. Fixation is a period where 
the eye is kept relatively stable to observe an item. The duration 
of fixation is going on between 200 - 600 milliseconds, and then a 
new saccade starts. Even during a fixation the eye is not completely 
still. It makes several small and shaky movements; and this small 
and shaky movement is necessary for an item to be considered. 
 
The normal fixation consists of three different types of 
physiological miniature movements that are not detectable by the 
naked eye: Micro-tremor, Micro-drift and Micro-saccades. 
 
Micro-tremor: 
 
Micro-tremor is continuous, high-frequency, wave-like ocular motor 
tremor of the eyes that underlies both micro-drift and micro-
saccades. It occurs at a frequency of 30-100Hz where the eye is 
estimated to move between 150-2000 nm and that is present even when 
the eyes are at rest. It has small amplitude and is much smaller 
than amplitude of micro-saccades. The movement is carried out for 
the light receptors in the eye (rods and cones) not to be stunned by 
the continuous lighting.  
Micro-tremor is the smallest of all eye movement, making it 
difficult to measure, study or record accurately. Amplitudes and 
frequency are usually near the level of the recording system's 
noise. Tremor is generally thought to be independent in the two 
eyes. Patients with brainstem damage and alteration in their level 
of consciousness present tremor with low frequencies than normal 
individuals (Ciuffreda and Tannen, 1995).It was first described 
fully in 1934 by Alder and Fleigelman as one of three fixational eye 
movements. 
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Micro-drift: 
 
Micro-drift consists of smooth eye movements which at fixation run 
the eye from fixation point. They are necessary to prevent the image 
of a stable object from fading. Micro-drift occurs at the same time 
with tremor and is slow motions. It occupies more than 95% of the 
maximum fixation time and is not the same for both eyes. Drifts have 
amplitude less than 0.1° and a velocity less than 0.25°/sec.  
 
Micro-saccades: 
 
Micro-saccades are a small, involuntary eye movement that adjusts 
fixation. Micro-drifts drift the eye away from fixation point while 
micro-saccades bring the eye back to fixation object and fixation 
resumes. Micro-saccades are always the same for both eyes. It occurs 
at a mean frequency of 
approximately 120 Hz. 
 

Fixation Eye Movements: 
 

– Micro-tremor  

– Micro-drifts 

– Micro-saccades  

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Fixation eye movements on  
          retinal photoreceptors 

 
The eye can only move smoothly when it follows a moving object. This 
eye movement is much slower than a saccade and cannot occur when the 
eye sees static stimuli. Another specialized eye movement called 
nystagmus occurs to compensate for head movements, or when it 
observes a moving repeating pattern. This happens for example, when 
soft follow a moving object with his eyes across the visual field to 
then suddenly skip looking in the opposite direction and follow a 
new item when it first disappeared from the visual field. 
 
The most important movements in the eyes based applications are 
fixation, saccades and the soft movement that occurs when the eye 
follows moving stimuli. Fixation shows a person's willingness to 
study an interesting static object, and a soft eye movement or 
persecuted same like for a moving object. Saccades interpreted as 
the will to deliberately change the attention area. [Ref 1, 2, 4, 5, 
8, 10, 11, 13, 14] 
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3.4. Measuring technology 
 

Eye movement measurement devices have long been used for research 
and it applies in a variety of areas. There are many ways of 
assessing eye movements.  
There are several different types of eye movements we use in 
different situations in order to best possible ways use our vision 
system. Within vision-research for example, the method of 
determining including eyesight and brain damage is used. It is used 
in reading-research to find reading disabilities and to study 
reading comprehension. It is also used in traffic research, 
psychology, cognition, neurology and ergonomics. In recent years, 
practical uses have expanded to include as computer usability 
research, communication devices for the disabled and even sports. 
The terms eye-movement or eye-tracking measurement refer to 
measurement of the orientation and motion of the eye. There are two 
main types of eye movement techniques:  
 

• The measuring eye position relative to the head  

• The measuring eye orientation in space 

The methods for the study of the registration of eye movements have 
evolved and changed over the years. There are many different kinds 
of eye recording equipment, from contact lenses that act directly on 
the eye to the modern methods based on advanced electrical/computing 
systems. 
Today it is different ways to measure eye movements on. The 
following describes some of these methods. [Ref 8] 
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3.4.1. Electro Oculo Graphy,EOG 
 
EOG is an eye movement technique based on measurement of the skin's 
electric potential differences. The figure 6 below shows a subject 
wearing the EOG apparatus. It builds on the retina is much more 
electrically charged than the rest of the eye, so that it can be 
measured a potential difference between the retina and cornea. When 
the eye moves, changes occur in this potential. These changes are 
captured by electrodes placed on the skin around the eyes cavity. 
This method measures eye movements relative to head positions. The 
accuracy is poor in this method and it is also noninvasive. [Ref 1, 
2, 8, 21] 
 

 
Figure 6. Electrodes placed at the measurement of EOG. 

 

 

3.4.2. Scleral Search Coil/Contact Lens 
 

Scleral Search Coil is eye movement technique based on the 
magnetic induction of a small coil. 
The patient is fixed with soft contact lens which contains a fine 
wire coil. See the figure 7 below. The eye under examination is 
centered between pairs of large horizontal and vertical coils 
which generate a magnetic field. Movement for the eye within this 
field generates a small electrical current in the coil. 

 

 
Figure 7. Scleral Search Coils on. 

 
This technique is very sensitive. It can be used to record both 
horizontal and vertical eye movements. And because the high 
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accuracy it can also record the miniature eye movements such as 
drift, tremor and micro-saccades. 
This technology is invasive and requires local anesthesia. But it 
is still one of the most precise eye movement measurement methods 
until today. [Ref 1, 2, 8, 22] 
 

 
Figure 8. Scleral Search Coils off. 

 

3.4.3. Video-oculography, VOG 
 

With the advent of computers in measurement technology and 
imaging have the video Oculography, VOG opened a possibility for 
the analysis and evaluation of the images of the eye. It is 
applied in the area such as medicine, psychology, astronomy and 
biological engineering. 
 
The VOG technology is a system which can record, observe and 
measure eye movements by a camera.  
The cameras record eye movements and by computer processing can 
all three dimensions of the eye be analyzed. 
 
What is important is what in the eyes you are measuring: pupil 
detection, Purkinje images, limbus or combinations of these. 
Which of the various methods you use depends on what you want to 
measure. [Ref 1, 2, 8, 23] 
 

 
Figure 9. Limbus detection 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Purkinje images 
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3.4.4. Infra-red oculography 
 

This method is based on principle of light reflection. If a fixed 
light source is directed at the eye, the amount of light 
reflected back to a fixed detector will vary with the eye’s 
position, see Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Transmitters and receivers for IR systems. 

 
Since this method uses infrared light source should the ambient 
light also be considered when there are all kinds of light around 
us. The infrared light is used because it is invisible to the 
eye, and does not distract the subject. [Ref 1, 2, 8, 24] 
 

3.5. Method 
 

There are a different technique and methods to determine eye’s 
movements and position. A number of these has direct physical 
contact with eyes, and thus require anesthesia. 
 
To measure Ocular Micro tremor uses a technique that uses a photo 
transistor that receives the light reflection from the eye. The 
technology is designed to illuminate the eye from such as a lamp 
from the environment in which the backlight consists of a 
constant light level and beyond pulses with frequency 50/100 Hz 
 
With the help of amplification, filtering, and various signal 
processing techniques may be a more accurate frequency analysis 
is carried out. 
This technique is noninvasive and suitable to all persons 
regardless of age, eye shape and eye size. 
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4. Circuit design 
 
A statement on the circuit design and its components are listed 
below. In order to facilitate, a systematic planning was made; small 
circles was constructed which are then assembled to form the whole 
structure. Various tests conducted before the circuit starts too 
construct, where both computer data analyze and practical 
connections are made. This helps to trace the errors and 
discrepancies that exist in the design, and allows optimizing the 
best possible result. 
A simple flowchart is describing the various processes in the 
design: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12. Flowchart of the process 

 
  

Amplifier 

Sensor 

Picoscoop 

Computer/Software 
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4.1. Analog filters 
 
Analog filters are divided into two groups: 
 

• Active filters 

• Passive filters 
 

Where passive filter only use of passive components such as 
capacitors, and coil resistance. While active filters use active 
components there mainly op amplifiers are present. 

 

4.1.1. Low pass filter 
 

To eliminate high-frequency signals from the measured signal, a low-
pass filter was designed. This low pass filter is of second order. 
The design was designed and tested in PSpice first, and then 
realized on the lab board. After testing the design was implemented 
in the circuit. R7 in this circuit is a potentiometer.  

 
Figure 13. Circuit design for low-pass filter of second order. 
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The frequency spectrum is between 0.1 Hz to 1000 Hz. It uses a 
samples frequency of 100 kHz, to be able to recreate the signal. 
There may be non-periodic signals that arise. It can be a transient 
which show up only once or a few times and not repeat itself every 
period. This is why the non aliasing filter, with a high sampling is 
used as these non-periodic signals disappear when using sampling 

theorem, see the Graph a. [Ref 8, 9] 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph a  
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4.2. Amplifier 
 
It is apparently that the signal from the eye will be very low in 
amplitude, and thus need a amplifying to make signal visible. There 
is a amplifying of the circuit. The amplifying is in the beginning 
of the circuit, just after that the signal received from the 
receiver (photo transistor). 
 
Amplification using a conventional operational amplifiers and it is 
of type non inverted amplifier coupling. A potentiometer (R2) was 
implemented too regulate the amplifying of the circuit. 
 
It is precisely the change in the signal which is measuring, and it 
also has a function to prevent the suppression of the signal. An AC-
coupling is implemented before the amplifier to filter away the DC 
components. 

 
Figure 14. Circuit design for Non-inverted-amplifier with AC-coupling 
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4.3. Power supply 
 
For the power supply, a supply circuit was built with the help of: 
  

1. Voltage regulators,  
2. Rectifier diodes and  
3. Capacitors stabilization(electrolyte)  

 
The circuit consists of one rectifier diode, one voltage regulator 
and two stabilizing capacitors. Voltage regulators (of type 7805 - 
there 78 stands for positive regulator and 05 stands for that is 5V) 
have to function to supply DC at 5 volts to the circuit. Capacitors 
stabilize the voltage and ensure that the supply remains stable.  
 

 
Figure 15. Circuit design for of the feeding circuit. 
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4.4. Virtual Ground 
 
When it is a single supply, it is important to steer out both the 
positive and the negative (amplifiers a potential difference). 
Therefore the virtual ground circuit was implemented. See the figure 

16 below. [Ref 9] 
 
 

 
Figure 16. Circuit design for Virtual Ground. 

 

 
Figure 17. Virtual Ground curve. 
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4.5. Sensor 
 
The sensor TSL25 are light-to-voltage optical sensors, each 
combining a photodiode and a trans-impedance amplifier on a single 
monolithic IC. 
 
Output voltage is directly proportional to the light intensity on 
the photodiode. These devices have improved amplifier offset-voltage 
stability and low power consumption and are supplied in a 3-lead 
clear plastic side looker package with an integral lens. 
 

 
Figure 18. Front view of the sensor. 

 
 
While there is no source of interference between the sensor and the 
amplifier, less noise and less interference gives. It is quite 
useful. Moreover, the amplifier special made just for this sensor. 

 
Figure 19. Functional Block Diagram 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings over operating free-air temperature range: 
 
Supply voltage, VDD: Min 2.7V and Max 6V 

Output current, IO:   
−

+  10 mA 

 
Photodiode spectral responsivity of the sensor is shown in the 
figure 20 below. 
 

 
Figure 20. Photodiode spectral responsivity 

 
 
The cable which is linking the sensor to the circuit is a cable with 
three wires. One wire is used to the Output voltage, (out); the 
other one to the Supply voltage, (Vdd); while the third thread is 

used to ground, (GND). [Ref 9, 25] 
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4.6. Operational amplifying 
 
The TS464CN is operational amplifiers able to operate with voltages 

as low as ± 1.35V and to reach a minimum of ± 2Vpp of output swing 

when supplied with ± 2.5V. The low noise level is 4n/Hz. 

 
Figure 21. OP Amp. 

 
This Op amp has a very low noise intake. Moreover, it has a simple 
supply 2.7 - 10 V (Supply Voltage), which is perfectly to the 

circuit. [Ref 25] 

 
Figure 22. Pin Connections TS464CN 
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4.7. PicoScope 2200 
 

4.7.1. What is a PC Oscilloscope? 
 
A PC Oscilloscope is an instrument that consists of an electronic 
interface and some software. The interface plugs into a PC that runs 
the software. PC Oscilloscopes are beginning to replace larger 
bench-top scopes in many applications. 
 
 
In the beginning the plan was that the signal from the circuit was 
using a digital oscilloscope which was later transferred to the 
computer for signal processing. Since it is low signals which are 
analyzed and because it is easier to work and process signals 
decided that a PC Oscilloscopes is suited to this task, but with 
certain criteria. 
 
The choice of Oscilloscopes has not been difficult because there 
were a lot of different models of PC Oscilloscopes. But the main 
characteristics which PC Oscilloscope met were: 
 

� USB connection 

� Maximum sampling rate: 200 MS/s and  

� Vertical resolution: 8 bits 

� Cost 
 

And finally the choice was made and the PicoScoope 2200 was used. 

 
Figure 23. PicoScope 2200 

 

4.7.2. PicoScope PC Oscilloscope Software 
 
PC oscilloscopes are supplied with PicoScope, software that turns a 
PC into an oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer and meter. 
PicoScope is flexible, easy to use and it has many advantages over 
conventional instruments, such as multiple views of the same signal 
and on-screen display of voltage, time and frequency. 
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4.7.3. Spectrum Analyzer 
 

• Shows the amount of energy in each of a number of frequency bands 
• Useful for tracking down the cause of noise in measured signals 
• Averaging mode - provided to reduce the effects of random noise 
• Peak detect mode - useful for testing amplifier bandwidths 
• Rulers to show amplitude, frequency and phase 
• Has the same trigger options as the oscilloscope 
• Linear/Log scales for both amplitude and frequency 

 

4.7.4. Available measurements 
 
Frequency, High pulse width, Low pulse width, Duty cycle, Cycle 
time, DC voltage, AC voltage, Peak to peak, Crest factor, Minimum, 
Maximum, Risetime, Falltime, Rising rate, Falling rate, Voltage at 
cursor, Time at cursor, Frequency at cursor, Amplitude at cursor, 
Peak frequency, Peak amplitude, Second to sixth harmonic amplitude 

and Total Power. [Above Ref 26] 
 

 
Figure 24. PicoScope Software 
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5. Manufacture of PCB 
 
When all the calculations and simulations of the various circuit-
diagrams were completed, began the next step: The CAD processing. 
The design of the printed circuit board, or PCB’s layout was carried 
out using the software program called EAGLE 4.11. The name EAGLE is 
an acronym, which stands for “Easily Applicable Graphical Layout 
Editor”. Component list for the circuit board, see Appendix 1. 

 
Figure 25. CAD processing of circuit diagram 
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When a satisfactory result achieved by the PCB layout; it transfers 
to a copper laminates. The next step is etching the laminate. 

 
Figure 26. Circuit diagram 

 

 
And then the last element of manufacturing is to drill holes for the 
hole-mounted components and mount and solder solid components. The 
finished circuit is shown in figure 27. 

 
 

 
Figur 27. Finish circuit. 
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6. Measure performance 
 
To examine the eye ocular micro tremor, the sensor was mounted on a 
fixed pair of glasses, which would sit on the head, to eliminate the 
head movements. The figure 28 below shows a demonstration of how 
this method is intended. 
 
The captured signals from the sensor is transmitted through the 
circuit and then into the software Picoscoop. There is both data 
analysis and FFT spectral performed. 

 

 
Figur 28. The experiment with the eye glasses 

 

6.1. Experiment with a loudspeaker 
 
To find out the apparatus precision needed a measure of something 
concrete. Therefore conducted an experiment with a loudspeaker 
attached to a function generator that would realize the circuit as 
accurately as possible. The idea was to allow the speaker to vibrate 
with a specific frequency and then let the sensor detect. 
 
The speaker was linked directly to the function generator. 
By varying the voltage can the amplitude be determined and thus the 
circuit sensitivity will obtained.  
 
This experiment gave a precise measure of the sound waves as a 
function generator generated. Some of the test results of the 
measured signal and its FFT graph for the experiment with the 
loudspeaker are presented below.  
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Figur 29. 30Hz was generated to the sensor. 

 

 
Figur 30. 60Hz was generated to the sensor. 
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Figur 31. 90Hz was generated to the sensor. 

 
It seems that the signal corresponds well with the actual signal. 
The signal's frequency content in the figure is:  
Figure 29 (30HZ), Figure 30 (60Hz), Figure 31 (90Hz). It also sees 
the disturbance in the circuit which is 50 Hz and its multiples 
(100Hz).  
  
This design eliminates the DC level (DC component), which is 
unattractive, i.e. the measurement is between the low-frequency (AC 
circuit which is 0.1 Hz) and high-frequency (non aliasing filter is 
1 kHz) area. 
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7. Curve analysis 
 
The signal analyzing and indicating of the measured curves were made 
by the virtual oscilloscope software, Picoscoop. A frequency 
analysis using FFT spectral (Fourier transform) was carried out.  
 
It became clear from these curves both the disturbance in the 
circuits which are ~50Hz and its multiples. It can thus ignore them 
because they are known. 
What is interesting in this case was a number of frequencies that 
occur between 50-100Hz, which can be related to the micro tremor 
movements. 

 

Figur 32. Signal from a test person 
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But the most interested signals were between 75-85Hz and varied from 
person to person in the different measurements. Figure 36 above is 
shown a typical graph of a measured signal. 
The question that follows is: 
 

� Is it really Ocular Micro Tremor that is measured? 

� Has a functioning circuit which measures the high frequency and 
low amplitude Ocular Micro Tremor been made? 

 
Some explanations could be: 
 

� The lamp can be unsymmetrical. It may amplify non-symmetrical 
in the amplifier and therefore these numbers of frequencies.  
 

� It may be a frequency component which is not 50 Hz. 
 

� Another explanation could be that the glasses are unstable 
which may cause these numbers of frequencies that occur between 
75-85Hz. 

 

� Or it could be something that is in the eye, which is eye 
vibration or Ocular Micro Tremor. 

 
And the other side, what about the sensor? What is the sensor reacts 
on? If a peak occurs at example ~83 Hz, what is it that has induced 
this signal? If the eye moves back and forth in front of the sensor, 
why should the light level changes? 
 
The sensor responds to incident light and measure the light 
intensity. Assuming a source, such as a lamp with shedding light in 
all directions, (see figure 33 below), the closer the eye is the 
light then more light intense it will be. The sensor registers 
likely the light level and the equipment detects repaired changes or 
oscillation in the light level. The light that hits the eye will 
spread in different. Therefore, it is important to screen out all 
light coming from the sides so that it only concentrate on the light 
which reflected from the center of the eye. 
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Figur 33. Illustration of lighting on the eye 

 

 
Two important factors should be taken into account when measuring:  
 

1. The distance between the eye and the sensor. 
2. The amount of light that falls into. 

 
The distance between the eye and the sensor plays a major role. The 
closer the distance from the sensor to the eye is the greater 
amplitude it will be. That is why the light level changes. It can be 
said that the sensor records eye movement depending on the distance. 
Although the amount of light which is illuminate the eye plays a 
major role to. 
 
Some measurement of Ocular micro tremor has been made on various 

subjects, see Appendix A-H. [Ref 9] 
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8. Results and analysis 
 
It was noted that the signals, with help of spectral FFT analysis 
contains a number of interesting frequencies which can be related to 
the micro tremor movements. These signals occurred between 70-85 Hz 
and varied from person to person in the different measurements. 
 
Unfortunately it hasn’t yet been able to prove that the design 
really measure Ocular Micro Tremor due lack of time and 
miscellaneous equipment. But this design has clearly demonstrated 
that the measurement of Ocular micro tremor is not impossible, 
thanks to the experiment conducted with a loudspeaker and the 
frequencies which occurred between 80-85Hz. This experiment gave a 
very good result. And it also gave an idea of how the circuit 
behaves in small movements. 
The noninvasive measurement method which used in this work based on 
form of light reflection. This principle of Light/Photodiode is 
fully applicable for eye movement measurement. What are important 
are the circuit’s components; the type of sensor, the amplifier, 
type of filter, operational amplifiers, software, etc. That 
determines the precision of the design. 
 
To design a structure with a view to measuring the OMT is built, but 
an improvement in the design of precision should be processed. The 
basis is laid for future devices, so that could be able to measure 
the eye Micro Ocular tremor. 
In conclusion, I would say that the project is now well set for 
further research. The method described in this report can certainly 
be further developed. Another aspect that should be taken with 
caution is the signal analysis and interpretation of signals. 
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